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SUMMARY

Mapping the fine-scale neural activity that underlies
epilepsy is key to identifying potential control tar-
gets of this frequently intractable disease. Yet, the
detailed in vivo dynamics of seizure progression in
cortical microcircuits remain poorly understood.
We combine fast (30-Hz) two-photon calcium imag-
ing with local field potential (LFP) recordings to map,
cell by cell, the spread of locally induced (4-AP
or picrotoxin) seizures in anesthetized and awake
mice. Using single-layer and microprism-assisted
multilayer imaging in different cortical areas, we un-
cover reliable recruitment of local neural popula-
tions within and across cortical layers, and we find
layer-specific temporal delays, suggesting an initial
supra-granular invasion followed by deep-layer
recruitment during lateral seizure spread. Intrigu-
ingly, despite consistent progression pathways,
successive seizures show pronounced temporal
variability that critically depends on GABAergic inhi-
bition. We propose an epilepsy circuit model resem-
bling an elastic meshwork, wherein ictal progression
faithfully follows preexistent pathways but varies
flexibly in time, depending on the local inhibitory
restraint.
INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy represents a wide range of pathological neural network

alterations characterized by recurrent episodes of excessive

brain activity. Identifying properties of seizure-producing net-

works (ictal networks) may enable more efficient seizure control

(Baraban and Löscher, 2014; Krook-Magnuson and Soltesz,

2015). Recent advances in mapping ictal network dynamics at

the microscale have unveiled unexpected complexity (Bower

et al., 2012; Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller, 2012; Feldt Muldoon

et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2010; Truccolo et al., 2011, 2014), chal-

lenging the classical view of epilepsy as a condition of stereo-

typed ictal events (Szabo et al., 2015). In fact, the monitoring

of the recruitment of neural populations to successive seizures

in humans using multi-electrode arrays has led to contrast-
Cell
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ing conclusions, suggesting strict reproducibility of neuronal

spiking patterns (Truccolo et al., 2011), a lack of such reproduc-

ibility close to the epileptic focus (ictal penumbra or propagation

area) (Schevon et al., 2012), or completely non-repeated recruit-

ment patterns (Bower et al., 2012). Part of the reason behind

this controversy could be technical: it remains challenging for

multi-electrode approaches to disambiguate the activity of

densely packed neuronal circuits, especially for cells far from

the electrode. Electrical recordings are inherently sparse when

compared to the actual neural population density, complicating

definitive conclusions. On the other hand, the few in vitro re-

ports employing high-resolution optical imaging of ictal net-

works had too low a temporal resolution to uncover the true

spatiotemporal dynamics of ictal networks (Badea et al., 2001;

Cammarota et al., 2013; Feldt Muldoon et al., 2013; Lillis

et al., 2015; Neubauer et al., 2014; Tashiro et al., 2002; Tre-

velyan et al., 2007).

To date, there have been only two studies using optical

methods to measure the recruitment of epileptic networks at a

cellular scale in vivo (Baird-Daniel et al., 2017; Muldoon et al.,

2015). Baird-Daniel et al. (2017) compared the differential recruit-

ment of glial versus neuronal populations to acute seizures at

a population scale. Muldoon and colleagues (Muldoon et al.,

2015) did not map seizures but interictal spikes, and they

demonstrated heterogeneous recruitment of local microcircuits

across seemingly stereotyped local field potential (LFP) events.

Thus, despite being of great conceptual and therapeutic interest,

the recruitment dynamics of densely packed neural networks

during cortical seizure progression have still not been character-

ized in detail. In addition, it is unknown if there are layer-specific

recruitment dynamics during ictal spread in vivo. However, un-

derstanding how exactly seizures progress in the living brain

may hold critical new clues on how to stop their expansion.

To address these questions, we combined fast 30-Hz reso-

nant two-photon calcium imaging with LFP recordings in two

mouse models of acute seizures (4-Aminopyridine [4-AP] or

picrotoxin [Ptx]) in anesthetized and awake mice, imaging both

supra- and infragranular layers in different cortical areas. We

find that neural recruitment to ictal activity maintains relative

spatiotemporal reliability, even at the single-cell level, and that

this reliability holds true across cortical areas and layers,

with an initial supra-granular cortical invasion closely followed

by recruitment of deep layers. However, absolute temporal mi-

cro-progression of seizures varies profoundly across events,

revealing a constrained ictal network that flexibly stretches and
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Figure 1. In Vivo Two-Photon Calcium Imaging of Seizure Spread with Single-Cell Resolution

(A) Experimental setup with surgical approach over left somatosensory cortex (craniotomy encircled in red and imaged field of view (FOV) within the seizure

propagation area in blue). Each experiment (exp.) involved the insertion of two glass micropipettes, one (blue) containing a silver chloride electrode for local field

potential (LFP) recording and the other (green) containing 4-AP (15 mM, injection vol. 500 nL [total amount delivered = 7.5 nmol]) or Ptx (10 mM, injection vol. 500

nL [total amount delivered = 5 nmol]).

(B) Typical experimental workflow.

(C) Propagation area in left somatosensory cortex, representative 3-s average (avg) fluorescence images of neural activity (GCaMP6s) during baseline (left) and

full ictal event (middle, see also Movie S1). Contour plot of registered cells (right) is shown.

(D) Average calcium transient of FOV (black trace, GCaMP6s, imaging depth �150 mm beneath the pial surface) and corresponding LFP (gray trace) post 4-AP.

(E) Calcium transients of 20 representative cells within FOV during baseline.

(F) The same 20 cells post 4-AP, with optical seizure break-in (underlined in red) magnified on the right.

(G) Representative example of the optical break-in of the ictal wave (normalized first derivative of DF/F). Cell recruitment to ictal activity was ordered in time by

maximum slope.
compresses in time. We show that this progression elasticity

(i.e., relative spatiotemporal reliability despite progression vari-

ability in absolute time) critically hinges on the activity of local

GABAergic interneurons, as compromising their signaling results

in the acceleration and invariance of ictal progression. Thus,

cortical circuits, at least during seizures, can propagate activity

through the same pathways with greatly variable speeds and de-

lays, both of which depend on the strength of the local inhibitory

restraint to excessive network activity.

RESULTS

To map seizure propagation, we employed two pharmacological

models of acute seizures using local cortical injection of small

amounts of either 4-AP (15 mM, 500 nL [total amount delivered =

7.5 nmol], layer V) or Ptx (10mM, 500 nL [total amount delivered =

5 nmol], layer V) in mature mouse neocortex. The two drugs

generate seizures through different mechanisms. While the po-

tassium channel blocker 4-AP enhances neuronal firing through

increased pre-synaptic glutamate release (Morales-Villagrán

and Tapia, 1996), the disinhibitory compound Ptx acts as

GABA-A receptor antagonist (Krishek et al., 1996). The models

provided a two-pronged approach for studying the repeated

and variant spatiotemporal details of spreading seizures at a

fine scale, in a setting where intra- and extrafocal compartments

are precisely defined.
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Two-Photon Calcium Imaging of Neocortical Seizure
Spread In Vivo
We were interested in mapping cellular recruitment during

spread of ictal activity, and we used in vivo two-photon calcium

imaging (OGB-1, GCaMP6s, or GCaMP6f) to monitor action po-

tential activity in neural populations (Chen et al., 2013; Stosiek

et al., 2003; Yuste and Denk, 1995; Yuste and Katz, 1991). For

imaging seizure spread during mild anesthesia, a small crani-

otomy above the somatosensory cortex was established (Fig-

ure 1A). As a gross indicator of ictal activity within the examined

area, we measured the LFP with a sharp glass microelectrode,

carefully lowered into the cortex next to the imaged field of

view (FOV; Figure 1A). The positioning of the LFP pipette in prox-

imity, yet outside the seizure initiation site, did not affect the tem-

poral signature of electrographic seizures, even though LFP

signal amplitude decreased with distance to the initiation site

(Figure S1A). For the induction of ictal events, a second glass

micropipette containing 4-AP was inserted into the cortex to a

depth of �480 mm after baseline imaging, at a distance of

�1.5–2 mm to the FOV (Figures 1A and 1B). No epileptiform ac-

tivity was induced by saline injection alone (Figure S1B).

Animals’ heart rate, breath rate, and peripheral blood oxygen-

ation were monitored via a paw sensor throughout experiments

to ensure stable vital parameters (Figure S1C). Even though

leading to hundreds of interictal LFP spikes (IISs), Ptx injections

did not lead to full ictal events during anesthesia (data not



shown), and they were henceforth used only in experiments dur-

ing wakefulness. In the absence of any chemoconvulsant, local

populations in layer II/III (LII/III) displayed ongoing sparse and

distributed calcium activity during baseline (Figures 1C, left

and 1E). In contrast, full ictal events post 4-AP entailed sustained

firing of large numbers of neurons in the FOV (Figures 1C,middle,

1D, and 1F; Figure S1D; Movies S1 and S2). Ictal invasion

happened in a continuous wave of intense neuronal firing that

slowly propagated across the FOV. During anesthesia, 4-AP-

induced electrographic seizures and imaged calcium transients

corresponded in time (Figure 1D; Figure S1D), and the rise in cal-

cium was correlated with the typical increase in spectral power

of the ictal LFP signal over a wide frequency range (1–100 Hz),

reflecting massive synaptic barrages during seizures (Fig-

ure S1E). However, individual calcium deflections could only

be directly related to lower frequency ictal activity toward the

end of seizures (see, e.g., Movie S2), because even fast calcium

indicators like OGB-1 or GCaMP6f have too low temporal ki-

netics to resolve individual LFP deflections during tonic ictal

firing (Khoshkhoo et al., 2017). The propagation velocity of the

optical invasion of the FOV was similar to the Jacksonian march

described in humans and experimental seizure models where in-

hibition is intact (seven experiments [exp.] under anesthesia, 71

seizures, 0.64 ± 0.18mm/s) (Jasper, 1969; Trevelyan et al., 2007;

Wong and Prince, 1990). Notably, the pre-ictal neural activity in

not yet invaded areas during pending seizure spreadwas sparse,

until the sharp rise in fluorescence upon arrival of the ictal wave

front (Figures 1D and 1F; Figure S1D). This activity pattern was in

sharp contrast to the seizure initiation site, where locally

confined, enhanced calcium activity could be imaged almost

immediately after 4-AP injection (data not shown). Importantly,

our temporal imaging resolution of 30 Hz was sufficient to

capture individual cell recruitment to ictal activity (Figures 1F

and 1G; Figure S1D).

Stereotypical Spatiotemporal Recruitment of Neural
Populations by Seizures
To investigate the characteristics of local network recruitment

during seizure spread, we analyzed all neurons in the FOV that

showed a visible change in fluorescence upon optical break-in

of ictal activity and whose somata could be followed stably

across the analyzed time period (n = 7 exp. under anesthesia

[OGB-1 = 4, GCaMP6s = 3], total number of seizures = 71,

average number of analyzed cells = 201 ± 25 SEM). Correspond-

ing in time to the incoming ictal wave, neurons were recruited

in a continuous, sigmoid temporal curve (Figure 2A). First, we

mapped temporal population recruitment patterns, specifically

examining the regularity of individual cell and sub-region

recruitment to seizures. Arranging cell recruitment time points

(maximum slope of DF/F) of an individual seizure revealed that

the tilt of the temporal ordering was coarsely preserved across

ictal events (Figure 2B). When we tiled the imaged region instead

of registering individual cells (Figure S2A), this inherent temporal

structure became apparent even in unsorted data (Figure S2B).

To quantify and verify this conserved structure at the single-

cell scale, we used two different analytical approaches. First,

regardless of its duration, we divided every ictal break-in into

three equally sized time bins (early, intermediate, and late; Fig-
ure S2C, upper panel), calculating an SD of bin membership

for each cell across the entire experiment such that, if a given

cell were always recruited to the seizure at the same relative

time, its SD would equal zero. We additionally established a

more continuous method by classifying a cell’s recruitment

time relative to the entire population (similar to a Z score), sepa-

rately for each seizure (relative recruitment score [rr score]; Fig-

ure S2C, lower panel). The observed time bin or rr score distribu-

tions for each cell and their SD were compared to randomized

surrogate distributions derived from a temporal reshuffling pro-

cedure (Figure S2D). Both methods revealed left-shifted SD dis-

tributions, indicating a smaller relative onset time variability in the

observed dataset than would be expected by chance given pop-

ulation recruitment (Figure 2C). To exclude the possibility that

these results were biased by the cells’ indicator load (e.g., the

higher the load the sooner the measured recruitment), we per-

formed a correlation analysis between cellular baseline fluores-

cence and the corresponding recruitment, which showed no

systematic relationship (Figure 2D; all 4 OGB-1 exp., 42 seizures,

952 cells, r = 0.1386, r2 = 0.0192; the effect accounts for 1.9% of

the variance in the data).

After obtaining cellular time bin and rr score SDs, we gener-

ated a reliability index for individual cells that were defined as

reliable when their SD was smaller than 95% (p < 0.05) of those

in the randomized dataset. Again, both approaches revealed a

substantial percentage of temporally reliably recruited neurons

(Figure 2E, cells). This reliability further increased with growing

spatial coarseness (Figure 2E, tiles). It is noteworthy that reli-

ability indices of time binning and rr score classification were

not necessarily built of the same cells but in fact had non-over-

lapping sections. The combined reliability index, where a cell

was called reliable if reliable in at least one of the two methods

(time bin or rr score), was higher than in either individual classifi-

cation (Figure 2E, right).

The fact that cell and tile analyses showed stable relative

recruitment ordering to subsequent seizures implied that sei-

zures propagate in a spatially organized manner, and, indeed,

we found a coarsely maintained spatial pattern of cell recruit-

ment (Figure 2F). To quantify this effect, we implemented a

two-dimensional ANOVA approach by categorizing cells based

only on their recruitment times (i.e., temporal quartiles). We

compared (1) the distance of individual cells to the spatial

mean of their respective quartile to (2) the distance of all cells

to the spatial mean of the entire analyzed population (Figure 2G,

same experiment as in Figure 2F; Figure S2E). This approach

yielded significant bivariate F values for all seven experiments

(F values: F[3,48] = 11.595, F[3,28] = 33.260, F[3,36] = 11.251,

F[3,52] = 22.208, F[3,36] = 12.67, F[3,60] = 11.64, and F[3,8] =

41.224; all p values < 0.001).

Stereotypical Local Population Recruitment Patterns
across Cortical Layers
To test whether network reliability holds true across cortical

layers, we employed a recently introduced technique enabling

multilayer imaging through implanted glass microprisms (1 3

1 3 1 mm; Figure 3A) (Andermann et al., 2013). Again, a sharp

glass microelectrode was carefully lowered into the cortex close

by the prism face for LFP recordings (Figure 3A), and a second
Cell Reports 19, 2681–2693, June 27, 2017 2683



Figure 2. Stereotypical Micro-progression of Seizures

(A) Superposition of all analyzed optical seizure break-ins (gray) centered around the 50% recruitment frame. The black graph represents mean temporal

recruitment (n = 7 exp., total number of seizures = 71 [11.3 ± 1.358 SEM], total number of cells analyzed = 1,402 [201 ± 25 SEM], cell number in percentage for

comparability across experiments).

(B) Representative example of three consecutive optical seizure break-ins plotted next to each other. The first and third events are sorted by the temporal ordering

of the second event. Each circle represents an individual cell recruitment time point.

(C) Representative experiment with observed (black) versus shuffled (gray) time bin or rr score SD distributions.

(D) Correlogram of cellular baseline fluorescence versus rr scores. Values are maximum-normalized for comparability across experiments. The relationship

between the two parameters is negligible (four exp., 42 seizures, 952 cells, r = 0.1386, r2 = 0.0192). The effect accounts for 1.9% of the variance in the data.

(E) Reliability indices displaying the percentage of cells or spatial sub-regions (tiles) whose temporal recruitment variability (time bin or rr score SD) are <5% of all

shuffled values of analyzed cells or tiles (p < 0.05). Recruitment reliability increased with spatial coarseness (one-way ANOVA, n = 7 exp., total number of cells =

1,402; time bin and rr score classification, p < 0.0001). Right: combined (reliable in time bin and/or rr score classification) cell-wise reliability index is shown.

(F) Spatiotemporal maps of cell recruitment in two consecutive seizures indicating grossly preserved relative recruitment. Each dot represents an individual cell.

4-AP injection site (red arrow) is located �1.5 mm posterior to FOV (somatosensory cortex).

(G) Same experiment. The spatial average coordinates of temporally defined population quartiles (25% earliest recruited cells, 25%–50%, 50%–75%, and

75%–100%) across 16 seizures show consistent spatiotemporal propagation (bivariate ANOVA: n = 16 seizures, F[3,60] = 11.64, p = 0.000004, all seven axial exp.

under anesthesia, p < 0.001). Each circle represents the average coordinate of all cells belonging to the respective quartile.
sharp glass micropipette containing 4-AP was advanced into

the cortex to a depth of �480 mm, at a distance of �1.5–2 mm

to the implanted prism. Imaging was carried out at a distance

of 180–300 mm from the vertical prism face, where no damage

of the cortex was to be expected due to prism insertion (Chia

and Levene, 2009b).

In accordance with previous reports (Andermann et al., 2013;

Chia and Levene, 2009b), visualized vasculature and cell anat-

omy appeared physiological and local network activity showed

sparse cell firing (Figure 3B; Movie S3), as observed during axial

imaging of superficial layers (LII/III) during baseline. Correct ver-

tical positioning of the prism was ensured by visualizing the full

extent of layer V (LV) pyramidal neurons with their apical den-

drites extending across layer IV (LIV) into LII/III. As observed in

axial plane LII/III experiments, seizures invaded the imaged

translaminar FOV in a continuous fashion (Figure S3B; Movies

S4 and S5). Side-by-side plotting of individual cells’ recruitment

time points of consecutive seizures showed that the earlier

observed coarse preservation of temporal recruitment within

LII/III holds true across cortical depth (Figure 3C). Likewise,
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quantification of multilayer cell recruitment during lateral seizure

spread revealed left-shifted SD distributions of individual cell bin

memberships or rr scores (Figure 3D). Consequently, a substan-

tial percentage of neurons in LII/III and LV was shown to occupy

reliable relative temporal recruitment positions across seizures

(Figure 3E). Again, spatiotemporal onset maps of successive

seizures showed a maintained spatial pattern of relative cell

recruitment (Figures 3F and 3G). These experiments showed

that network recruitment reliability can be found across the

cortical column.

Spreading Ictal Activity Recruits Superficial Cortex
ahead of Deep Cortical Layers
During multilayer imaging, we noticed that relative temporal

recruitment of local cell populations seemed to differ across

layers (Figure 3G). To quantify layer-specific spatiotemporal

recruitment delays, we located groups of neighboring neurons

within spatial bins (or tiles) of 100-mm width in LII/III and LV,

and we derived an average calcium population transient for

every tile, for each electrographic seizure onset of an experiment



Figure 3. Stereotypical Seizure Propagation across Cortical Layers

(A) Experimental setup involving cortical microprism implant (brain surface in gray and craniotomy encircled in black). The 90-degree laser beam (red) deflection

results in a vertical FOV (neurons in green); again, each experiment involved the insertion of two glass pipettes (LFP, blue and 4-AP, green).

(B) Representative 3-s average fluorescence images of multilayer neural activity, recorded under anesthesia in somatosensory cortex during baseline (left, II/III or

V = layer II/III or V), directly prior to the seizure break-in (middle) and full ictal event (right, see also Movies S3, S4, and S5). The injection site of 4-AP was located

�2 mm anterolateral to the prism (in LV), aligned to the edge of the prism face.

(C) Representative example of three consecutive optical seizure break-ins plotted next to each other, indicating consistent recruitment across cortical layers.

Each circle represents an individual cell recruitment time point.

(D) Representative experiment, observed (black) versus shuffled (blue) rr score SD distribution.

(E) Combined reliability index displaying the percentage of cells whose recruitment SD are <5% of all shuffled SD of all analyzed cells (p < 0.05, n = 4 exp., total

number of seizures = 32 [8 ± 3.6 SEM], total number of cells analyzed = 334 [84 ± 13 SEM]).

(F) Spatiotemporal maps of multilayer cell recruitment in two consecutive seizures, indicating preserved cell recruitment. 4-AP injection site (red arrow) is located

�1.5 mm away from FOV.

(G) Same experiment, average contour plot of eight seizures. Note how LII/III appears to be recruited ahead of corresponding LV (dotted lines).
(Figure 4A; Figures S3C and S3D). In accordance with our results

from axial imaging in LII/III (Figures 2F and 2G), tiles in LII/III being

located more proximally to the seizure initiation site were consis-

tently recruited earlier than those being situatedmore distant to it

(Figure 4A; Figure S3C, blue traces). The same spatiotemporal

pattern of progression was observed in LV (Figure 4A; Fig-

ure S3C, green traces). To our surprise, and in contrast to previ-

ous reports in disinhibited brain slices where LV led lateral

spread of epileptiform activity (Telfeian and Connors, 1998), we

observed an ictal recruitment of LII/III ahead of LV (Figure 4A;

Figure S3). In fact, this bi-directional progression delay was

already apparent to the naked eye when inspecting the raw

data (Movies S4 and S5). To compare layer-specific delays

across experiments, we calculated the recruitment time lags of

adjacent tile pairs (lateral pairs: tile[prox] � tile[dist]; vertical

pairs: tile[II/III] � tile[V]) for every seizure break-in (Figure S3D).

In doing so, we did not only find significant layer-specific average

negative time lags of proximal versus distal tiles in nearly all sei-

zures but also proved a temporally variable yet consistent delay

of local LV populations to their LII/III tile counterparts (Figures 4B

and 4C). In sum, we found that cortical seizure spread in the

intact brain involves lateral expansion within superficial and
deep layers. Intriguingly, we reveal a vertical delay during lateral

seizure spread, with a lead of LII/III recruitment over LV.

Mapping Cortical Seizure Micro-progression in Awake
Mice
Major advancements in epilepsy research have been achieved

bymeasurements in anesthetized animals. Yet, inherently, anes-

thesia alters neuronal network activity, and it does so in a non-

uniformway (Adesnik et al., 2012). Therefore, we set out to inves-

tigate whether our findings hold true in the awake condition,

using either local 4-AP or Ptx injection. Again, we recorded cal-

cium activity and LFP in head-restrained yet otherwise freely

moving mice, positioned on a running wheel that can tilt flexibly

and therefore serve as a suspension during seizure-related mo-

tor symptoms. To maximize focal plane imaging stability in the

awake state, a thin glass coverslip was positioned over the crani-

otomy, with a small opening established posterior to it for access

of both the LFP and 4-AP or Ptx pipettes (Figure 5A).

Prior to the actual experiment, all animals were habituated

to the experimenter and the experimental environment. Like

in anesthetized mice, a series of full electrographic but now

also behaviorally detectable seizures, including orofacial and
Cell Reports 19, 2681–2693, June 27, 2017 2685



Figure 4. Supra-granular Layers Are Systematically Recruited ahead

of Deep Layers

(A) Left: paradigmatic multilayer contour plot (LII/III and LV, circles represent

individual cells). Small local cell populations were grouped together in spatial

bins (tiles) of 100-mm width to assess lateral delays of adjacent tiles and ver-

tical delays of tiles situated above each other. Right: population average cal-

cium transients of individual tiles within LII/III or LV across all seizures in one

experiment are shown (right, gray shades represent SEM, number of sei-

zures = 11, number of analyzed cells = 102, number of spatial tiles = 8). Note

that lateral but also vertical tile delays can be appreciated by eye.

(B) Boxplots of lateral (tile[prox] � tile[dist]) recruitment time lags of adjacent

tiles within LII/III (left) or LV (right, n = 4 exp., total number of seizures = 32 [8 ±

3.6 SEM]). The boxes represent 25th–75th percentile, and the bands inside the

boxes display the median recruitment time lag. In nearly all seizures, proximal

tiles (lateral lag) were recruited prior to their adjacent distal tiles (for lateral lags

LII/III and LV: chi-square test X2(1) = 12.7, p < 0.001). See also Figure S3D and

Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

(C) Same 4 exp. as in (B). Boxplots of vertical recruitment time lags of adjacent

tiles (tile[LII/III] � tile[LV]). In all seizures, LII/III tiles were recruited prior to their

corresponding LV tiles (chi-square test X2(1) = 21.3, p < 0.001).
limb-related motor symptoms and, at times, alternatingly bilat-

eral convulsions, occurred post local 4-AP or Ptx injection (Fig-

ures 5B and 5C). In spite of this, our local injection approach al-

lowed for the study of spreading seizures under stable imaging

conditions, since ictal recruitment of imaged cortical areas

sufficiently often preceded seizure spread to motor cortices. In

comparison to 4-AP, Ptx-induced seizures were generally short

(4-AP: 71 ± 7.1 s [five exp., 26 seizures], Ptx: 19.1 ± 1.34 s [three

exp., 19 seizures]). Additionally, Ptx injection commonly led to

multitudes of IISs in the LFP, which, however, did not optically re-

cruit the imaged FOV (Figure 5C). Interestingly, and consistently

in awakemice, interictal periods and seizure durations displayed

a rather irregular pattern. At times, ictal activity failed to invade or

only incompletely penetrated the imaged territory (Figures 5B,

left and 5C, left), and there was a consistent delay between the
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electrographic seizure onset and optical break-in on the scale

of seconds (Figures 5B and 5C, magnified portions) (Khoshkhoo

et al., 2017; Martinet et al., 2015). This observation could be ex-

plained by a much slower temporal seizure progression imaged

during wakefulness as compared to the anesthetized condition

(4-AP: 0.0215 ± 0.003 mm/s [five exp., awake] versus 0.64 ±

0.18 mm/s [seven exp., anesthetized]). Both the lack of optical

penetration of IIS and the persistence of seconds of delay of op-

tical break-in upon electrographic seizure onset present also in

the Ptx model, over the duration of an entire experiment (Fig-

ure 5C, magnified portions), further supported that the injected

chemoconvulsant remained local within the seizure initiation

site and did not diffuse into the FOV.

During wakefulness, in line with our anesthetized recordings,

neurons in the propagation area were recruited in a continuous,

sigmoid temporal curve independently of the employed seizure

model, yet over stretched time courses (Figure 5D; Movie S6).

Cellular recruitment reliability to ictal activity persisted in awake

mice, and it appeared to be even more pronounced than during

anesthesia. In both 4-AP- and Ptx-induced seizures, we found a

clear leftward shift of rr score SD distributions in the observed

versus randomized data (Figure 5E), and, consequently, we ob-

tained high cellular reliability indices, within and across layers

(Figure 5F; 4-AP: five axial exp., one prism; Ptx: three exp.).

Again, we excluded the possibility that these results were biased

by the cells’ indicator expression levels through a correlation

analysis between cellular baseline fluorescence and the corre-

sponding recruitment time (Figure S3E; transgenic GCaMP6f,

five axial exp. [4-AP], 26 seizures, 360 cells, r = 0.1675, r2 =

0.0281; the effect accounts for 2.8% of the variance in the data).

In agreement with our experiments in anesthetized mice, tem-

poral population recruitment quartiles clustered into discrimi-

nable spatial domains (Figure 5G; 4-AP: 11 seizures, F[3,40] =

18.44, p = 1.145 3 10�7; Ptx: four seizures, F[3,12] = 52.87,

p = 1.591 3 10�8; other 4-AP exp.: F[3,12] = 138.48, F[3,8] =

15.89, F[3,12] = 32.19, and F[3,20] = 56.5; other Ptx exp.:

F[3,20] = 447.98 and F[3,28] = 91.22; all p < 0.001). Finally,

layer-specific recruitment delays were also present in seizure

spread during wakefulness. As described (Figure 4; Figure S3),

we found significant layer-specific average negative time lags

of proximal versus distal tiles in all seven seizures imaged

through a microprism and consistent delays of local LV

populations to their LII/III respective group of cells (Figure 5H).

It is noteworthy that, while lateral time lags were prolonged

during wakefulness, trans-laminar lags remained on par with

the anesthetized condition. In conclusion, while differences

in temporal seizure progression were found in awake versus

anesthetized mice, relative ictal recruitment reliability of local

neural networks, spatiotemporally ordered micro-progression,

and layer-specific recruitment lags to spreading seizures were

also present in experiments during wakefulness.

Seizure Micro-progression Is Elastic
While evaluating the spatiotemporal characteristics of local

network recruitment by seizures in both the anesthetized and

awake condition, we noticed that, despite the observed relative

spatiotemporal stereotypy, the absolute ictal network recruit-

ment varied profoundly in time. To further investigate this



Figure 5. Stereotypical and Elastic Seizure Propagation in Awake Mice

(A) Adapted experimental setup (craniotomy outlined in red, FOV in dark blue, and glass coverslip in light blue). Two inserted glass pipettes were used (LFP [blue],

4-AP or Ptx [green, 4-AP: 500 nL, total amount delivered = 7.5 nmol; Ptx: 10 mM, 500 nL, total amount delivered = 5 nmol]).

(B) Average population calcium transient (black trace, Thy-1::GCaMP6f, LII/III) and corresponding LFP (gray trace) post 4-AP (�2 mm posterior to FOV in

somatosensory cortex). Blue underscore marks magnified inset on the right.

(C) Average population calcium transient (black trace, Thy-1::GCaMP6f, LII/III) and corresponding LFP (gray trace) post Ptx (�1.5 mm posterior to FOV in

somatosensory cortex). Green and magenta mark magnified insets on the right. Note the stable lack of calcium responses to IIS in the LFP and slow seizure

invasion of the FOV post Ptx.

(D) Superposition of all axially imaged seizures (gray) in awake mice, post 4-AP or Ptx, centered around the 50% recruitment frame. The black graphs represent

mean temporal recruitment (4-AP: n = 5 exp., total number of seizures = 26, total number of cells analyzed = 359 [72 ± 8 SEM]; Ptx: n = 3 exp., total number of

seizures = 19, total number of cells analyzed = 182 [61 ± 1 SEM]; cell number in percentage for comparability across experiments).

(E) Representative experiment (4-AP or Ptx) with observed (black) versus shuffled (gray) rr score SD distributions. Both seizure models show leftward shifts of the

observed versus shuffled data.

(F) Cellular reliability indices (rr score) across seizure models: Ptx (n = 3 exp., axial imaging) and 4-AP (n = 5 exp. axial imaging, n = 1 exp. multilayer imaging).

(G) Representative experiment (4-AP or Ptx). The spatial average coordinates of temporally defined population quartiles (colored dots) are plotted within the

imaged population (gray circles represent individual cells); left: 4-AP (bivariate ANOVA: n = 11 seizures, F[3,40] = 18.44, p = 13 10�7, all five experiments in awake

mice with 4-AP p < 0.001); right: Ptx (bivariate ANOVA: n = 4 seizures, F[3,12] = 52.87, p = 1.5 3 10�8, all three experiments in awake mice with Ptx p < 0.001).

(H) Multilayer imaging. Boxplots of lateral or vertical onset time lags of adjacent tiles are shown (please see also Figure S3D); boxes represent 25th–75th percentile,

and bands inside boxes display the median recruitment time lag (n = 1 exp., 4-AP, total number of seizures = 7).
phenomenon, we defined the recruitment duration for each re-

corded seizure as the time period from the first to the last cell

recruitment frame, excluding the 5% most deviant cells to the

median recruitment frame to minimize outlier-related duration

distortions. Across employed seizure models, population

recruitment varied from hundreds of milliseconds to several sec-

onds (Figure 6A). Strikingly, this variability was present within in-

dividual experiments too (Figure 6B; seven exp. [anesthesia],

eight exp. [wakefulness]). Importantly, this phenomenon was

not simply explained by a facilitating temporal compression

over time, since successive seizures showed well-maintained
relative spatiotemporal recruitment while their absolute time

courses of recruitment compressed and stretched greatly (Fig-

ure S4A). While we could not find a systematic correlational rela-

tionship between electrographic seizure length and local popula-

tion recruitment duration (Figure S4B), as has been previously

described for macroscale ictal recruitment (Martinet et al.,

2015), total seizure duration itself displayed temporal variability,

too (Figure S4C). These results unveiled that neural recruitment

to spreading seizures displays elastic features, that is, relative

spatiotemporal reliability despite progression variability in abso-

lute time.
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Figure 6. Elastic Recruitment Is Regulated by Local Inhibitory Neurons

(A) Absolute ictal recruitment durations vary across seizures. Boxplots display population recruitment durations analyzed for each condition; left: 4-AP under

isoflurane (n = 7 exp., 71 seizures); middle: 4-AP during wakefulness (n = 5 exp., 26 seizures); right: Ptx during wakefulness (n = 3 exp., 19 seizures).

(B) Ictal recruitment durations vary within individual experiments. Boxplots of 15 exp. (n = 7 anesthesia and n = 8 wakefulness) are shown. Boxes represent 25th–

75th percentile of cellular recruitment, and bands inside boxes display median cell recruitment time.

(C) Schematic depiction of experiments involving two Ptx injections during wakefulness: LFP and Ptx pipettes are located within the seizure initiation site. After

LFP pipette insertion and baseline imaging, the Ptx (10-mM) pipette is inserted. The first Ptx injection (Ptx-1, blue) is volume controlled, as usual (500 nL, total

amount delivered = 5 nmol]), and followed by imaging seizure spread, as described, for�60 min. Then, a second Ptx injection (Ptx-2, red) is performed (pressure

controlled, 10 psi, 10 min).

(D) Merged average images of ictal FOV post Ptx-1 (blue) and post Ptx-2 (red). Note the complete overlap of the average images (magenta); that is, the imaged

focal plane remains stable beyond Ptx-2.

(E) Representative experiment; left: post Ptx-1, imaging (black) and LFP recordings (gray) of spreading seizures for >1 hr (note no calcium response to IIS in the

LFP); right: �20 min post Ptx-2.

(F) Magnification of inset in (E). Note that post Ptx-2, every IIS in the LFP coincides with a population calcium response within the FOV in the propagation area.

(G) Same experiment, post Ptx-1. Left: superimposed 2-s windows of population calcium activity are shown (top, individual traces in black, mean in blue),

centered around 678 IISs recorded by LFP at the distant injection site (bottom, individual events in gray, mean in blue). Right: superimposed 10-s windows of six

seizures recorded by imaging (top, individual seizures in black, mean in blue) and LFP (bottom, individual seizures in gray, mean in blue) are shown. Note the delay

of several seconds between electrographic seizure onset and optical invasion.

(H) Same experiment, post Ptx-2. Left: superimposed 2-s windows of population calcium activity are shown (top, individual traces in black, mean in red), centered

around 562 IISs (bottom, individual events in gray,mean in red). Right: superimposed 10-swindows of three seizures recorded by imaging (top, individual seizures

in black, mean in red) and LFP (bottom, individual seizures in gray, mean in red) are shown. Note the clear population calcium response to IIS in the LFP and the

immediate penetration of the imaged FOV upon electrographic seizure onset.

(I) Quantification of optical invasion per IIS (n = 4 exp., 1,327 IISs post Ptx-1 [n.d. = none detectable], 893 IISs post Ptx-2 [mean invasion rate = 100%]; Mann-

Whitney test, p = 0).

(legend continued on next page)
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Seizure Progression Elasticity Is Determined by Local
Inhibition
To gain mechanistic insight into this phenomenon in vivo, we

drew clues from previous work in acute brain slices, which pro-

vided evidence that interneuron activity governs the speed of ic-

tal progression (Chagnac-Amitai and Connors, 1989; Trevelyan

et al., 2007). To this end, we added a second part to the exper-

iments involving local Ptx injection in awake mice. First, we in-

jected Ptx (Ptx-1) and carried out imaging and LFP recordings

as described. Then, after repeated seizure spread into our FOV

under the usual condition, we pressure injected Ptx (Ptx-2) anal-

ogously to a typical OGB-1 injection (picrospritzer, �10 psi for

10 min) (Ayzenshtat et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2014), at the

same location where the first injection took place (Figure 6C).

Post Ptx-2 injection, we were still able to image exactly the

same FOV in the propagation area that was used post Ptx-1,

without any distortion of the imaged plane (Figure 6D).

Whenwe resumed imaging and LFP recordings post Ptx-2, we

foundprofoundly different local population dynamics in response

to IISs and during seizures (Figure 6E). Prior to Ptx-2, IISs did not

coincide with optical population responses in the FOV, and opti-

cal seizure break-in happened slowly (Figures 5C, 6A, right, 6E,

left, and 6G). Post Ptx-2, we started to see reliable calcium re-

sponses to IISs and rapid seizure invasion (Figures 6E, right,

6F, and 6H), suggesting that Ptx had diffused to the imaged ter-

ritory. In fact, prior to complete drug diffusion across our FOV,

it was possible to identify a demarcation line between tissue

that had already been affected by the drug and tissue where inhi-

bitionwas still intact (Figure S4D).While cells being located prox-

imally to the said demarcation line rapidly responded to IISs, brief

and prolonged ictal events, distally located cells were recruited

only to prolonged seizures, in a delayed fashion and at much

lower speed (Figure S4D). Importantly, the trajectory of seizure

propagation across the FOV remained similar to the condition

prior to Ptx-2 (compare Figures S4A, bottom and S4D).

To quantify differences in interictal and ictal network recruit-

ment dynamics related to Ptx-1 or Ptx-2 across animals, we

compared population calcium responses to electrographic IISs

(recorded at the initiation site), the time delay between electro-

graphic seizure onset and optical seizure break-in, and the local

population recruitment. Indeed, post Ptx-1, IISs were never

followed by a change in local population calcium, while after

Ptx-2, IISs consistently evoked a response (Figure 6I; calcium

response rate per IIS [Ptx-1 versus Ptx-2]: n = 4 exp., 1,327

versus 893 IISs, 0% versus 100% invasion rate, p = 0). With

respect to spreading seizures, the imaged population was re-

cruited slowly and with great temporal variability post Ptx-1,

while both ictal recruitment duration and duration SD decreased
(J) Superposition of all optical invasions during electrographic seizures (n = 4 exp.

Ptx-2: 17 seizures, individual events in light red, mean in dark red), centered arou

comparability across experiments). Note how the slow, s-curved population recr

(K) Quantitative comparison of absolute population recruitment duration and dura

21/17 seizures): mean recruitment duration (5.696 ± 1.915 versus 0.375 ± 0.052

0.625 versus 0.068 ± 0.024 s, p = 0.0286).

(L) Quantitative comparison of absolute time delay and delay SD of optical inva

condition (n = 4 exp., Ptx-1/Ptx-2: 21/17 seizures): mean delay (5.7 ± 0.538 versus

versus 0.055 ± 0.012 s, p = 0.0286).
strongly post Ptx-2 (Figures 6J and 6K; [Ptx-1 versus Ptx-2]: n = 4

exp., mean recruitment duration 5.696 ± 1.915 versus 0.375 ±

0.052 s, p = 0.0286; mean recruitment duration SD 1.69 ±

0.625 versus 0.068 ± 0.024 s, p = 0.0286). Similar results were

obtained for the time delay between the electrographic seizure

onset and optical seizure break-in (Figure 6L; [Ptx-1 versus

Ptx-2]: n = 4 exp., mean delay 5.7 ± 0.538 versus 0.116 ±

0.038 s, p = 0.002; mean delay SD 1.78 ± 0.62 versus 0.055 ±

0.012 s, p = 0.0286). In conjunction with our cellular recruitment

analyses, these experiments revealed that elasticity and speed

ofmicroscale seizure progression critically depends on the activ-

ity of local inhibitory interneurons.

DISCUSSION

Stereotypical Propagation of Epileptic Seizures in
Cortical Microcircuits
Partly due to a lack of studies with appropriate temporal and

spatial resolution, an ongoing debate has remained as to whether

or not the recruitment of microscale networks to ictal activity hap-

pens in a stereotypical or random fashion. To address this ques-

tion, we combined LFP recordings with fast resonant two-photon

calcium imaging in mouse models of locally induced acute sei-

zures, finding robust stereotypical and reliable recruitment. Our

findings hold true across anesthesia and wakefulness, two

different seizure models (4-AP or Ptx), and cortical areas. Most

experiments in this study involved imaging of somatosensory cor-

tex (LII/III) after local 4-AP or Ptx injection at 1.5–3mmposterior to

the FOV. However, we also performed experiments where we

imaged in visual cortex with the injection site being located ante-

rior, with consistent results (Figure S5). This suggests that, at the

least in the setting of acute seizures, our results (1) reflect basic

patterns of ictal spread, (2) are independent of the experimental

model of focal onset seizures, and (3) apply across cortical areas.

Our experiments support previous work on the existence of

ictal network stereotypy (Schevon et al., 2012; Truccolo et al.,

2011), yet they show that local network reliability is not exact.

This is consistent with previous studies that show that, under

normal conditions, cortical microcircuits generate repeated

patterns of multicellular activity that are, however, never exact

(Cossart et al., 2003; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2014). In

addition, by use of multilayer imaging, we show that cellular

recruitment reliability to spreading seizures is not restricted to

LII/III but holds true across cortical depth. Our results do not sup-

port reports of fully non-repeated ictal recruitment patterns

(Bower et al., 2012), and they further suggest that the observa-

tion of unpredictable spatiotemporal recruitment of local cell as-

semblies to seemingly stereotypical interictal spikes in the LFP
; post Ptx-1: 21 seizures, individual events in light blue, mean in dark blue; post

nd the 50% recruitment frame of the population (cell number in percentage for

uitment curve upon Ptx-1 changes into a near step-like function post Ptx-2.

tion SD of the Ptx-1 (blue) versus Ptx-2 (red) condition (n = 4 exp., Ptx-1/Ptx-2:

s; Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.0286) and mean recruitment duration SD (1.69 ±

sion after electrographic seizure onset of the Ptx-1 (blue) versus Ptx-2 (red)

0.116 ± 0.038 s; Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.002) andmean delay SD (1.78 ± 0.62
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(Feldt Muldoon et al., 2013; Muldoon et al., 2015) may not apply

to the local recruitment dynamics during cortical seizure spread.

In line with previous cellular resolution imaging studies in slices

during interictal and ictal conditions (Badea et al., 2001; Feldt

Muldoon et al., 2013; Trevelyan et al., 2006) and reports employ-

ing wide-field imaging (Ma et al., 2013; Rossi et al., 2016), we

show that ictal recruitment of local networks occurs in a spatially

ordered manner.

Interlaminar Stereotypical Propagation of Epileptic
Seizures
There is evidence that deep cortical layers are crucially involved

in focal ictogenesis, where they precede the recruitment of su-

perficial neurons to ictal activity (Connors, 1984; Polack et al.,

2007; Rheims et al., 2008; Telfeian andConnors, 1998; Trevelyan

et al., 2006; but see also Tsau et al., 1999). However, the layer-

specific neural dynamics during lateral seizure spread have not

been extensively studied (Adams et al., 2015; Borbély et al.,

2006; Telfeian and Connors, 1998; Tsau et al., 1999), and exclu-

sively in vitro. Our results show an initial recruitment of superficial

layers during lateral spread of ictal activity, which seems in

contrast to a previous study in brain slices where deep layers

were observed to lead lateral seizure spread when inhibition

was moderately reduced (Telfeian and Connors, 1998). Under

such conditions, seizure propagation was dependent on intact

tissue bridges within LIV to LVI, and it was most effectively

blockedwhenLVbwas inactivatedby localGABAadministration.

However, the same study showed that, under high doses of Ptx,

lateral seizure propagationwas possible in each layer separately.

Considering the experimental restrictions of both our study

and Telfeian and Connor’s report, several factors could account

for the seemingly discrepant results. First, there is the inherently

impaired neural connectivity in acute brain slices, which could

have influenced the previously reported findings. Even though

prism insertion in our experiments is expected to have affected

cortical connectivity in the vicinity of the imaged FOV as well, it

did so to a lesser extent, leaving most of the anatomical and

functional cortical and subcortical connections intact. Second,

bath application of disinhibitory drugs to brain slices leads to a

global impairment of inhibition, which is unlikely to take place

similarly in the intact brain. While our data point away from LV

and favor LII/III as the lead layer during lateral ictal spread, it re-

mains possible that this spread could in fact be led by LIV. This

layer was consistently nearly devoid of labeled cells in our study

(this has been observed in other studies as well, and cannot only

be explained by injection depth; Andermann et al., 2013; Chia

and Levene, 2009a). In this case, LIV neurons could suppress

LV and activate superficial layers, which subsequently signal to

LV (Thomson and Bannister, 2003), a scenario convergent with

known connectivity motifs in mouse somatosensory cortex

(Pluta et al., 2015). Our findings bear potential implications for

neurosurgical intervention in epilepsy, as they indicate (e.g.,

regarding sub-pial resections) that the disconnection of LII/III

alone could be sufficient to stop lateral seizure spread.

Clinical Relevance
This study concentrated on basic aspects of seizure spread into

cortical areas that surround an acutely established epileptic
2690 Cell Reports 19, 2681–2693, June 27, 2017
focus. We capitalized on aspects that are shared between our

approach and medical conditions such as brain trauma, which

often present with acute seizures without the process of epilep-

togenesis (Beleza, 2012). Our results also carry potential implica-

tions for chronic epilepsies with focal onset seizures. There, ter-

ritories outside the epileptic focus remain functionally intact, and

thus they resemble the local networks imaged in this study.

Instead of focusing on a specific disease pathway, we rather

considered seizures as a phenomenon shared by many neuro-

logical disorders and even the healthy brain (Jirsa et al., 2014).

Further, the approach of local injection of 4-AP or Ptx represents

widely establishedmodels of partial onset seizures eliciting elec-

trographic phenomena and behavioral symptoms that resemble

those in naturally occurring epilepsy (Avoli et al., 2002; Szente

and Pongrácz, 1979) and have contributed successfully to ther-

apeutic research (Gajda et al., 2005; Rothman, 2009). The total

amount of injected 4-AP or Ptx was small (7.5 or 5 nmol, respec-

tively). The fact that we did not see enhanced firing in the

imaged region prior to seizure break-in, neither post 4-AP nor

Ptx (Ptx-1), and that particularly after local Ptx injection no

change in local calcium activity was observed in response to

IISs in the LFP, over the entire experiment, underscores that

we imaged within the propagation area and make it unlikely

that the imaged area was directly exposed to 4-AP or Ptx. Only

after prolonged pressure injection of Ptx (Ptx-2) did we see a

change in local calcium dynamics toward typical network activity

manifestations induced by Ptx, which suggested that the drug

had finally diffused to the imaged FOV.

We did not image the dynamics of precisely defined neural

sub-populations during seizures. There is evidence, including

the data presented here, that the local interaction of excitatory

and inhibitory circuits is crucial for successful or failed ictal pro-

gression (Cammarota et al., 2013; Hunt et al., 2013; Khoshkhoo

et al., 2017; Sessolo et al., 2015; Trevelyan et al., 2006; Ziburkus

et al., 2006). While several recent studies have shown promising

results with respect to cell sub-population-based therapeutic

seizure intervention (Krook-Magnuson et al., 2013; Ledri et al.,

2014), others have raised concerns about the potential seizure-

promoting effects of such therapies (Avoli and de Curtis, 2011;

Fujiwara-Tsukamoto et al., 2010; Gnatkovsky et al., 2008;

Grasse et al., 2013; Sessolo et al., 2015). This controversy

highlights that our knowledge of the basic dynamics of densely

packed local ictal networks and the neural sub-types therein

has remained unsatisfying. Future studies applying fast high-

density recordings of neural networks and sub-populations dur-

ing seizureswill be important in substantiating our understanding

of epileptic networks and identifying novel therapeutic targets for

more efficient seizure control.

Elastic Cortical Seizure Propagation and Its Potential
Relevance for Cortical Function
Finally, despite a repeated relative spatiotemporal structure

of seizure progression, we found variable absolute temporal

recruitment of local cell populations within and across experi-

ments. This elastic progression, which could stretch in time

over seconds, could be interpreted in light of Hebb’s phase se-

quences (Hebb, 1949) or sequential activation of local cell as-

semblies and other intrinsic network dynamics (Harris, 2005)



that shape temporal activity patterns of neural cell populations

(Carrillo-Reid et al., 2015; Cossart et al., 2003; Harris, 2005; Ike-

gaya et al., 2004; Luczak et al., 2013; MacLean et al., 2005;

Schölvinck et al., 2015; Skaggs et al., 1996). Based on this

model, an expanding seizure could constitute the extreme

version of a phase sequencewhose temporal properties are gov-

erned by local internal dynamics, such as the level of sustained

synaptic input or efficacy of inhibition, and global internal dy-

namics, like state of arousal or global network synchrony. Test-

able factors likely affecting these dynamics with respect to sei-

zures could, for example, involve the distance from the seizure

initiation site, age or gender of the studied subject, different

oscillatory brain states (Ewell et al., 2015), or differentially evoked

firing patterns of distinct interneuronal sub-populations (Adesnik

et al., 2012). Indeed, there is evidence, for example, that velocity

of ictal expansion depends on the activity of inhibitory interneu-

rons (Prince and Wilder, 1967; Trevelyan et al., 2007). We sub-

stantiate this evidence in vivo by showing that local compro-

mising of GABAergic signaling results in the abolishment of

ictal micro-progression elasticity and a speed-up of local seizure

spread. However, the preexistent anatomical framework of

specifically interconnected neurons restrains the possibilities

of spatial seizure progression within the network.

Altogether, our finding of substantial temporal variability in

combination with considerable relative spatiotemporal reliability

of dense local networks during successive seizures suggests a

network model of epilepsy resembling an elastic meshwork,

wherein ictal progressionmay vary in time but cannot betray pre-

existent neural connectivity. Our results also carry potential

implications for physiological cortical processing, and they are

in agreement with previous studies investigating sequential

ensemble activation (Ikegaya et al., 2004; Luczak et al., 2013;

MacLean et al., 2005; Malvache et al., 2016; Schölvinck et al.,

2015; Skaggs et al., 1996). Far from clock-driven machines,

such as digital computers, it is fascinating to speculate how

cortical circuits could function by activating specific dynamical

trajectories that could be engaged elastically at different time-

scales. This flexible temporal environment could enable sensory

stimuli to be integrated even if they have temporal variability,

make possible for different areas of the cortex to interact in

a flexible manner, and perhaps also influence an individual’s

decision-making depending on the differential temporal conver-

gence of sensory information.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Further details and an outline of resources used in this work can be found in the

Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All experiments were conducted with

care and in accordance with the Columbia University institutional animal care

guidelines. Experiments were carried out on C57BL/6 adult mice at post-natal

age of 1–3 months. LFP measurements and concomitant in vivo two-photon

calcium imaging were performed 1 hr after cortical Oregon Bapta Green-1

AM injection, 4–5 weeks after lentiviral transfer of GCaMP6s, or in transgenic

Thy1-GCaMP6f animals. For experiments involving multilayer imaging, a small

glass microprism was implanted into the cortex. A part of the craniotomy re-

mained uncovered in front of the prism face to allow access for the LFP and

4-AP micropipettes. Seizure induction was achieved through local injection

of small amounts of either 4-AP or Ptx into LV. The distance between the

seizure initiation site and the imaged area ranged from 1.5 to 3 mm. Cell re-

gions of interest (ROIs) were identified in a semi-automated fashion followed
bymanual confirmation. To identify the ictal recruitment time point of individual

cells, we used the first discrete derivative (slope) of the DF/F traces following

electrographic seizure onset. For assessment of individual cell recruitment reli-

ability, a time bin or relative recruitment score (rr score) classification was

used and compared to a shuffled surrogate. All data were analyzed using

custom-written code in MATLAB. Error bars on bar plots and shaded areas

in graph plots indicate SEM. Reliability indices of cells or tiles were compared

using one-way ANOVA. Spatiotemporal clustering was assessed by bivariate

ANOVA of mean distance differences. In multilayer-imaging experiments,

spatial tile onset order distributions were compared to an even distribution

(16 proximal/16 distal and 16 superficial/16 deep) with a 2 3 2 chi-square

test. With respect to optical seizure invasion rate, cellular recruitment dura-

tions, duration SD, LFP to calcium delays, and delay SD, two experimental

groups (Ptx-1 versus Ptx-2; Figures 6I, 6K, and 6L) were compared across

experiments by Mann-Whitney test.
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Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

five figures, and six movies and can be found with this article online at
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